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Abstract. The Internet has seen a strong move to support overlay applications,
which demand a coherent and integrated control in underlying heterogeneous
networks in a scalable, resilient, and energy-efficient manner. A tighter integration of network management and overlay service functionality can lead to crosslayer optimization of operations and management, which is a promising
approach as it offers a large business potential in operational perspectives for all
players involved. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to present SmartenIT
(Socially-aware Management of New Overlay Application Traffic combined
with Energy Efficiency in the Internet), which targets at an incentivecompatible cross-layer network management for providers of overlay-based
application (e.g., cloud applications, content delivery, and social networks),
network providers, and end-users. The goal is to ensure a QoE-awareness, by
addressing accordingly load and traffic patterns or special application requirements, and exploiting at the same time social awareness (in terms of user relations and interests). Moreover, energy efficiency with respect to both end-user
devices and underlying networking infrastructure is tackled to ensure an operationally efficient management. Incentive-compatible network management mechanisms for improving metrics on an inter-domain basis for ISPs serve as the
major mechanism to deal with and investigate real-life scenarios.
Keywords: Economic traffic management, application-layer traffic optimization, inter-cloud communications, social networks, QoE, energy efficiency.
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Introduction

There are important new applications influencing volume and patterns of Internet
traffic and the satisfaction of users [1]. These include cloud computing and applications served, thereby social networks. Additionally, the Future Internet’s entertainment use will generate more traffic to come [2]. Finally, the mobile services and
respective wireless access network demand is increasing, too [3], resulting in very
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different communication path quality levels and management tasks. In turn, traffic
from such overlay applications on a very dramatically increasing number of devices
and end-points (wired and mobile) is continuously exploding [4]. Respective network
management and operation frameworks are missing today for heterogeneous technologies and modern applications. New management mechanisms should support
effectively scale, agility, stable Quality-of-Experience (QoE), and flexibility, in an
integrated set of network and overlay service functionality. This calls for a new traffic
management approach, that derives three major pillars of the new SmartenIT project:
• Handling the explosion of traffic of overlay and social network service functionality and respective end-points in the wired and wireless domain, cross-cutting multiple operators’ domains in support of combined intra-domain cloud services;
• Proposing an agile network management and operation framework for this case,
while addressing a better control of heterogeneous networks and their network
functionality and integrating overlay service functionality in support of stable QoE;
• Evaluating the new approach by employing highly distributed mechanisms, optimized control, and energy efficiency aspects.
Under this perspective the remainder of this overview tackles in Section 2 the details
of current Internet trends. The challenges emerging from those developments are
clarified in Section 3. To enable a viable problem solving, use cases and solution
approaches are discussed in Section 4, which lead to the basic requirements design of
the systems architecture for SmartenIT in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws preliminary conclusions of those plans and next steps to come.

2

Current Trends in the Internet

The introduction of cloud-based services, cloud technologies, and respective stakeholders in a commercialized internetworking world has changed the type and style of
traffic generated for and transported within the Internet. This basic change is complemented by well understood effects of overlay services and applications on the network [5]. However, new trends in terms of social network-generated traffic (putting
up demands on Internet Service Providers, ISP) as well as energy efficiency requirements (making updates of ISP-internal technology necessary) do affect the transport
of ISP traffic in an unknown manner. Thus, depending on certain criteria of optimization (such as QoE, energy efficiency, and traffic profiles) these trends have to be
investigated, especially under the new problem of additional stakeholders in the traditional value chain, addressing additionally Cloud Providers (CP), Social Network
Providers (SNP), energy-efficient technologies, and constraints.
Overlay Applications. Overlay applications interconnect computers storing and circulating information among each other with no awareness of the topology and state of
the underlying transport network infrastructure; some computers also host computational resources to run applications remotely on virtual platforms. Popular overlay
applications include, e.g., Content Delivery (CD), Peer-to-peer (P2P), and social
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networking. Interconnected computers can be personal hosts or end-systems in the
user’s network edge.
A characteristic of overlay applications is that application endpoints are agnostic of
the underlying topology, state, and policy and typically have no detail of where computers they trade content and resources with are physically located. This causes a
waste of resources, energy, and revenue for network providers, while degrading the
users’ QoE and eventually impacting overlay application network providers. This
issue is being addressed by Application Providers (AP), who off-load storage of servers and end-systems as well as a user equipment computational burden by moving
involved resources into two directions:
• Content Delivery Networks (CDN) move content from origin servers to the end
user by disseminating popular contents in caching servers deployed throughout the
Internet, shortening the transport path to users and minimizing congestion and
server load. Content is retrieved through request routing techniques, such as DNS
and HTTP redirect. Likewise, when content is moved across caching servers to fit
the social demand, careful decisions need be taken on which content to move,
where and when. Akamai (a pioneer in CDNs) operates more than 100,000 caching
servers, trying to span the Internet. Other CDNs attempt to CD and provide ISPs
with their technology, enabling them to run their own CDN to peer with ISPs having the same CDN technology upon optimizing their local traffic offer, such as Velocix serving Verizon or New Zealand’s Orcon. Finally, CDNs are heavily used by
social networking providers such as Facebook.
• CPs and APs make movements from the user to the network, by delegating storage
and computation burden to the network, which is more valuable for devices with
limited resources and access, such as mobile terminals or those located in regions
with sparse infrastructure. Clouded applications run over virtual platforms, where
actual resources are distributed over several physical machines.
Both CDNs and cloud networks use resources physically located in Data Centers
(DC), the meeting point of content and resource movements from and to users. DCs
host resources to jointly offer cloud computing, Web services, and CD, e.g., Amazon’s Cloudfront CDN. These applications include a selection of physical server/machine(s) to (1) store or get requested content from in a CDN and (2) provide
resources requested for a “clouded” application.
On the one hand, CDN or CPs have a too coarse insight into the underlying transport infrastructure as they usually span across several ISP domains. CDNs use request
routing to retrieve content and choose the most suitable content location, but lack the
visibility on the underlying transport topology that would enable to minimize the
routing cost and provide their customers with the best possible QoE. On the other
hand, ISPs want to minimize costly transit traffic caused by inter-domain content
movements. ISPs running their CD service often need to get the content from other
CDNs and to this end need to exchange information to retrieve the “best” location.
Despite numerous proprietary technologies there is no standardized way to distribute infrastructure information to overlay applications or support information
exchange between CDNs. One way to do the latter is the use of protocols being
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specified by the IETF CDNi (CDN interconnection) WG [6]. The IETF ALTO clientserver protocol addresses underlay network agnosticity by providing abstracted
routing cost information that can be used by the request routing process and any location selection process to comply with the policy of the impacted ISPs. Likewise, orchestration systems for clouded applications, when selecting the location of needed
physical resources, have the same need as CDNs selecting locations in different domains. The use of ALTO in CDNi to optimize request routing decisions is being promoted in ALTO and CDNi. The ALTO protocol is seen as “layer cooperative” in that
it involves information being provided by one layer to an upper layer through an explicit protocol. Abstraction is definitely the use of an incentive to the owner of the
reported network. Further work is needed to (1) extend the ALTO services and information to support CDN and Data Centers based overlay applications, (2) specify
ALTO information needed for CDNi, and (3) specify ALTO protocol extensions to
ensure provider confidentiality.
The SmartenIT project aims at achieving such a solution as explained in those
three topics by enabling a more frequent and dynamic interaction between ISPs and
CPs in order to harmonize objectives of each stakeholder and reach, through collaboration, mutually benefiting operation levels. At the same time the incorporation of
information from SNPs and QoE feedback from end users will lead to new business
relationships between stakeholders. SmartenIT will provide a framework allowing
intermediary ISPs to reach specific agreements so as to fulfill requirements of CPs.
Clouds. Clouds (special case of overlay networks) emerged as a major paradigm for
the current and the Future Internet [7, 8]: First, CPs see a strong decentralization, such
in multiple coordinated data centers, spread across different continents of the world
[9]. In turn, different management scopes for CPs with multiple Points-of-Presence
(PoP), the distributed DC’s cloud infrastructure itself, and the internal management
coordination determine the key for an operational and commercial success [10].
Second, CPs largely benefit from economies of scale, since resources, such as storage
or CPU power, can be shared among a large number of users. This makes CPs more
energy-efficient and less expensive than traditional applications [11, 12]. Third, it
simplifies administrative and maintenance tasks (software updates and backups) considerably. Fourth, it permits users to access easily their applications and large
amounts of private or public data from different locations and devices.
As a consequence, a large variety of overlay applications (i.e. applications served
by and/or spanning resources that are scattered in the cloud) already exist, e.g., online
office applications like Google documents, data repositories such as dropbox.com, or
cloud gaming as offered by OnLive.com. Secondly, the support of those in the wired
and wireless access network domain is a commercial must, as end-users expect that.
Today, cloud applications are very popular since they can be accessed from all
over the world with different devices. However, cloud and network management methods are limited to technical parameters such as network load or CPU utilization.
These criteria are of importance for CPs and ISPs, but have – if at all – a limited importance to end-users. End-users perceive the quality of cloud applications in a different manner. For them, responsiveness and usability are key parameters that decide
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which applications users like. Cloud computing offers different services and many
overlay applications run on top of clouds, where energy-related costs are becoming
one of the largest contributors to the overall cost of operating a DC, whereas the degree of DC utilization continues to be very low.
Social Networks. Another important case of overlay networks are Online Social
Networks (OSN). In particular, OSNs such as Facebook or Twitter, are today a pervasive part of the Internet and aim to cover the entire digital live of its users in the near
future [13, 14, 15]. On one hand, they can be considered as one type of cloud applications, where users organize their social relations, chat, or post their current activities
or mood. On the other hand, they deserve high emphasis, since they contain information about user relations, interests, and the popularity of contents available in the Internet, such as movies or songs. Moreover, a significant part of requests for content is
placed over SNPs. Facebook remains since 2009 the 3rd largest online video content
provider in the US. Hence, based on social relations between Facebook users, one can
deduce important observations that have to do with the dissemination patterns of such
content in these environments. The structure of OSNs will be exploited for traffic
management strategies, like caching or pre-fetching, together with additional useful
information stemming from OSNs, e.g., on popularity.
SmartenIT does not only consider OSNs, they will also be used as a source of information about the popularity of specific other cloud applications or content. In this
way, OSNs connect user behavior and user expectations to cloud and network management methods. For example, applications that many persons of a specific geographical region in an OSN suggest to their friends will get popular in this area. As a
result, allocating cloud storage and processing power in DCs in this region of the
world will improve the QoE perceived by users. Thus, SmartenIT will develop interaction mechanisms and paradigms between OSN information and cloud and network
management decisions. This tight interaction between management decisions and the
information contained in OSNs has not been studied in depth so far, leading to an
effective exploitation for traffic management purposes.

3

Challenges Emerging from Internet Trends

These trends in the application domain pose several major challenges for the current
structure of the Internet, from a technical and economic point of view [4]:
1st Challenge: Emerging overlay applications, such as cloud applications or OSNs,
make traffic management difficult for ISPs, since many of them run on different DCs
and ISPs have no influence to which DC a specific user connects to or on which server the user will be served by. Additionally, large ISPs establish their own network
management for the transport of all best effort type traffic within their platform under
cost optimization constraints. A lack of coordination between ISPs and overlay providers detracts from globally optimized transport paths [16]. Traffic generated by
cloud applications will have unpredictable patterns, crossing many and different
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domains, due to the mobility of cloud users or the distribution of cloud resources.
Moreover, the traffic of certain cloud applications may be cacheable, often by different stakeholders, while other traffic is not. Although caching in distributed DCs, in
broadband access network nodes, and on user devices improves application performance in many scenarios, the interoperability of caching mechanisms leaves many
open issues [6, 16]. Thus, SmartenIT will trade-off between cache-ability and
acceptable degradation of performance and QoE, depending on the application [17].
Moreover, SmartenIT will investigate how the coordination can be improved across
administration boundaries with different incentives for each involved party.
2nd Challenge: The usability of overlay applications strongly depends on network
conditions and Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees on the path between the DC and
the end-user, which might be controlled by several different ISPs [18]. Furthermore,
end-users judge the usability of an application based on their own experience, which
is referred to as the QoE. Hence, SmartenIT manages overlay application needs in
consideration of crucial QoE. That means that management approaches have to (1) be
able to measure or at least estimate the QoE that overlay applications deliver to the
end user and (2) use this metric as an important parameter to optimize for. The QoE
metric is based on measurable parameters within the network (e.g., packet loss) or at
the application layer (e.g., number of stalling events for HTTP-based video streaming). Hence, the QoE metric allows for monitoring the network or the application and
later on for evaluating mechanisms developed in SmartenIT with respect to QoE.
3rd Challenge: The variety of often proprietary overlay applications makes it difficult to combine services from different overlay providers to a new service; an example is cloud computing [8, 19]. This implies that application developers need the
flexibility to choose already implemented services from different clouds and combine
them to provide a new service. Open protocols contain a potential to make the cloud
paradigm more powerful [4, 20, 21], however, they are not widely adopted. Thus,
SmartenIT addresses composed services from different clouds with new traffic
management mechanisms to be influenced by economic criteria and standard requirements, e.g., bandwidth or QoE. It will be important to choose and study overlay
applications, which simultaneously have an important impact on network evolution
and management, terminals, and user behavior. Such potentially influential applications are, e.g., YouTube, Dropbox, or Facebook. Another viewpoint is related to the
commercial market of IPTV applications with Video-on-Demand additions, which are
offered by telecommunication service providers and ISPs.
4th Challenge: The trade-off between a cloud computing computational efficiency
and the energy consumption also arises with respect to traffic implications. This has
to be addressed by a cross-layer management approach [22]. Since users use OSNs to
share information on the content they are interested in, the demand for a high-quality
content may grow fast. Hence, it is crucial for an innovative CDN to be sociallyaware, predict the demand, and avoid resource exhaustion and QoE degradation [23].
However, this may come at a cost due to higher computational complexity or energy
consumption. Therefore, SmartenIT applies an energy-efficient traffic management in
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the context of overlay applications. QoE needs be assessed on a per application basis,
since the user-perceived quality of an application depends strongly on the type of
application. As a consequence, SmartenIT will define QoE indicators for cloud applications and to derive their power to predict user satisfaction.
5th Challenge: The fact that mobile cloud devices are limited in their battery lifetime
and by mobile data caps imposes strict requirements on respective management mechanisms, while considering mobile device’s limited battery resources. The energyefficient access of cloud-based services over Wifi-based ad-hoc networks shows a
high potential to reduce traffic in cellular networks, while increasing the download
throughput at the same time as reducing the energy consumption despite additional
overhead. To be able to estimate energy consumption of different overlay approaches
for management of mobile cloud applications, SmartenIT verifies accurate models for
the energy consumption of mobile devices, which can simulate overhead introduced
by different management approaches.
6th Challenge: Stakeholders of today’s and tomorrow’s Internet with conflicting
interests make decisions that may lead the system into a suboptimal situation. Therefore, traffic management approaches need to provide incentives to stakeholders to
support mutually beneficial decisions. Relevant mechanisms address incentives translating either directly or indirectly to an economic benefit arising by the improvement
of an index (such as the level of locality or QoS). Therefore, SmartenIT designs solutions that employ appropriate incentive mechanisms to constitute the deployment and
use of overlay applications more efficiently.

4

Use Cases and Solution Approaches

For demonstrating how to tackle those emerging challenges, SmartenIT follows a use
case driven approach. Selected scenarios show the key potential of the SmartenIT
approach for the quality of applications for residential and commercial users, for
business opportunities for both ISPs and telecommunication service providers, and for
value-added service providers. The final decision on the most important scenario(s)
will be based on basic evaluations and a detailed requirements analysis.
Inter-cloud Communication: Three classes of services are offered by clouds:
(1) storage, (2) CPU and RAM, and (3) applications. Additionally, an integration of
components of (1) and (2) provided by different clouds is possible. The exchange of
data between storage and computational resources is performed by the network.
Clouds physically connected to different network operators require a multi-domain
operation topology and applications may demand for a guaranteed QoS level. Therefore, the exchange of data between storage and computational resources is performed
by the network. While setting the connection, QoS/QoE should be taken into account
as well as the connection cost, which is depending on the selected route. Some services require an ongoing dynamic allocation of resources due to the migration of virtual
machines within the cloud from one physical location to another. Changing locations
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may require a new connection to be established between new cloud servers, regardless
of whether they belong to the same CP or to inter-connected ones. An algorithm for
the selection of a new physical location of services or resources in the cloud should
take into account the following criteria: (a) data transfer costs, (b) QoS/QoE assurance, (c) service (e.g., MPLS, L2VPN, or L3VPN) availability, (d) service setup
costs, (e) network resource availability, and (f) data transfer security. The migration
of a service to the cloud offering the same type of resources, but being managed by a
distinct provider can be addressed by such an algorithm. This scenario is particularly
relevant for the many emerging Virtual DC (VDC) products recently pushed into the
market by many network operators, such as Interoute’s VDC. In particular, these
VDC solutions are attractive for enterprise customers willing to move network services to the (private) cloud. They are becoming an impelling requirement to support
services on top of a multi-tenant cloud infrastructure, especially for large enterprise
users with many remote offices.
Exploiting OSN Information – Social Awareness: Recently OSNs have become
very popular. Facebook currently claims 845 million monthly active users each
month, with 250 million photos uploaded daily and 450 million mobile users. User
activities in OSNs such as micro-blogging (Twitter) and exchange of photos and videos (Facebook) are responsible for huge portions of the overall Internet traffic [1].
This overlay traffic generated by OSNs implies congestion increase within ISPs and
an increase of operating costs, especially for inter-domain traffic. This is in particular
the case for video traffic that is induced by OSNs, e.g., if a user posts a link to a video
served by a CDN and recommends this video to his friends within the OSN. As a
consequence, the structure of OSNs and the information diffusion in OSNs have to be
analyzed. Thus, related work and existing measurement data, e.g., for Facebook or
Twitter, have to be analyzed in terms of OSN structure and information diffusion.
Though a major attribute that characterizes OSNs is the existence of a many metainformation regarding social relationships among their users, e.g., family members
and friends (Facebook), colleagues and other professionals (LinkedIn), or people are
interested in similar hobbies/activities (MySpace for music bands, songs and video
clips, Flickr for photography lovers). The exploitation of such meta-information by
ISPs can lead to socially-aware traffic management mechanisms that aim at (1) more
sophisticated traffic management, (2) the reduction of traffic load on inter-domain
links, and (3) a reduction of operating costs for ISPs. For instance, a video could be
cached (pre-fetched) near “friends” of an OSN user, who downloads videos that this
user shares with them, while a video containing an interesting lecture could be cached
near the users’ colleagues. The caching of a video near groups of users that would be
interested in it, would allow for an operating cost minimization (avoiding redundant
downloads from remote locations). In SmartenIT, the question will be addressed to
discover what meta-information can be used, under which circumstances can this
information be acquired (e.g., special agreements of OSN providers and the ISPs,
incentives of stakeholders), and how to employ traffic management more efficiently
for all parties.
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Requirements for System Design and Architecture Design

The concrete use cases considered in SmartenIT will pose requirements for the system
design. In particular, the initial set of requirements, partially discussed above with
respect to the approaches for such use cases, will be applied to derive a respective set
of architectural components, functions, and interactions, which can generalize those
use cases’ claims. SmartenIT’s preliminary architecture outlines the key properties
and functionality of the SmartenIT’s approach, each of which span one or multiple
domains out of the overlay/cloud domain, the core network domain, and the user/access network domain. Those key properties of SmartenIT’s architecture include
the three main SmartenIT objectives QoE-/social-awareness, energy efficiency, and
incentive-compatibility/ economic efficiency, all of which are equally relevant in all
three domains. Key functionality of the overlay/cloud domain (with overlap to the
core network domain) includes the overlay management and the cloud traffic management. Likewise, key functionality rooted in the core network domain (with overlap
to the overlay/cloud domain) include CD/caching, network traffic management –
potentially supported by a Software-defined Networks (SDN)-based approach – and
traffic monitoring. Finally, key functionality in the user/access network domain includes the QoS/QoE and mobile traffic management.
QoE-Awareness. The SmartenIT architecture will rely on QoE as one of the key parameters for network and cloud management. This will shift the focus from technical
parameters toward user expectations. Mapping between QoS network parameters and
the user-perceived service quality, namely QoE, has received a lot of attention in recent years [24]. Development of QoS/QoE models and functions mapping QoS parameters (e.g., packet loss, delay, or jitter) into QoE metrics is promising, which may
support the provisioning of services over heterogeneous networks with high and stable QoE. It is, however, not easy, since QoS/QoE mapping models are strongly dependent on application/service types and technical as well as non-technical aspects
[25]. SmartenIT will examine QoS/QoE relations for cloud-based service and selected
SmartenIT scenarios and applications. Further, ongoing activities in standardization
bodies will be followed and utilized, like the proposal for a framework for an opinion
model for web-browsing QoE in the ITU-T work group SG12 on “Performance, QoS
and QoE”, which may be the basis for QoS/QoE mappings and QoE monitoring.

Social-Awareness. Due to the fast propagation of information via OSNs, a growth of
content popularity (and application reputation) may occur. E.g., people sharing links
to content may cause a rapid increase of demands in some area of the network and a
very high load in DCs and networks. As a result, it may be difficult for an ISP to
serve all demands efficiently and users may not receive high QoE. Relying on both
social- and QoE-awareness, it will become possible to predict such situations and, by
proactive reactions, an ISP will be prepared to rapid growth of demands, e.g., by content, server, application replication or reorganization of resources in the cloud.
Economic Efficiency. The shift of computation and data into the cloud has become a
key trend in the Internet. With the market approaching perfect competition, the
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perceived service quality will become an important differentiator between CPs, as the
customer is able to choose between different competing providers. For this reason,
understanding and managing QoE of end-users provides huge opportunities for CPs to
put themselves at an advantage. It enables CPs to observe and react quickly to quality
problems, at best before customers perceive them and start churning. From an economic perspective, an optimum QoE has to be achieved while constraining the application to behave as efficient as possible in order to minimize operational costs.
As several QoE evaluation methods exist, they can be classified as subjective tests,
objective evaluation, or models. The category of subjective tests encompasses a wide
group of methods that involve real users as evaluators. They range from laboratory
tests (well prepared experiments in a controlled environment and precisely prepared
test scenarios) through crowd-sourcing [26] to test-bed experiments to ask customers
a set of questions after using the service (e.g., Skype). A QoE evaluation metric is
also the user churn that may be assessed statistically. A second group of QoE evaluation methods is the objective evaluation. These methods do not involve real users.
User-perceived quality is approximated on the basis of an examination of selected
features of delivered service itself (non-reference methods) or by comparing the
source quality to the one received by a customer (full/reduced reference methods).
Finally, QoE models enable the assessment of QoE without involving real users
but via examining network conditions (e.g., QoS parameters) and other factors including user device capabilities. Usually such models are not general, but they are closely
related to a given service and are tightly connected with its characteristics. They are
developed with a support of subjective tests. Once a model, e.g., QoS-QoE, mapping
is determined, the QoE may be assessed without involving humans. The advantage of
this approach is also that there is no need to examine directly the received content
quality itself. For example, [27] proposes a QoE model for YouTube video streaming.
With this model, a service provider can monitor QoS parameters (like throughput) and
react in advance if their values approach the level that may result in QoE degradation.
Energy Efficiency. The SmartenIT architecture will address the energy-aware dynamic provision of resources based on the consolidation of existing application, while
simultaneously addressing under-utilization of servers and in turn reducing energy
costs. Thus, energy costs cannot be treated separately from resource provision and
allocation. [28] models the problem of minimizing energy consumption of the allocation of resources to networked applications as a Stackelberg leadership game to find
an upper bound of energy saving. This model is applied in SmartenIT to a proportional-share mechanism, where resource providers maximize their profit by minimizing
energy costs, while users select resources ensuring minimum requirements are satisfied. This mechanism can determine the optimal set of resources, even in realistic
conditions considering incomplete information and heterogeneous applications.

6

Summary and Preliminary Conclusions

From the perspective of a multi-stakeholder viewpoint and highly unregulated services market within the Future Internet the management of traffic by respective network
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and service management mechanisms determines the crucial interface between user
demands and service perceptions, networking technology, and operational costs.
Thus, SmartenIT’s contributions in the clear preparations of the starting point for such
investigations indicated that at least two major scenarios will drive the stakeholders’
requirements analysis, including conflicting interests, cooperation possibilities, and
incentives. This overview has outlined in detail the technical and partially economic
basis for a list of optimizations to be considered.
Especially from the perspective of ISPs, APs, and CPs the aim of QoE-awareness
is offering a high and stable level of perceived quality to prevent customers’ churn
and also to increase attractiveness of that offer within overlay or cloud services. Since
a high and stable QoE is currently considered crucial for marketability of applications
and services, QoE control is desired to enable an advance reaction to imminent quality degradation that would result in user dissatisfaction.
However, many management approaches toward OSNs, overlay service, and QoE
management are mainly designed for only a single domain of a single stakeholder.
Therefore, their effectiveness suffers from an inherent lack of information exchange
between all involved constituents, including service infrastructure (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS),
ISPs and telecommunication service providers, and end-users (private and business).
To remedy this key problem SmartenIT works on flexible cooperation between stakeholders involved, ultimately enabling every user to (a) access the offered cloud service in any contexts and (b) share content, interact, and collaborate with other users in
a dynamic, seamless, and transparent way while maximizing QoE at the same time.
As such SmartenIT started the development of QoE-aware network and resource
management mechanisms to enable dynamic and proactive QoE support for cloudbased services. Appropriate QoE evaluation methodology and tools will be selected,
developed, improved, and used at various stages of SmartenIT solutions development.
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